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Ohio’s diverse landscape is laced with over 60,000 miles of streams, and these aquatic habitats are among our most important landscape features. Over 170 species and subspecies of fish inhabit our lakes and waterways; a fabulous diversity of one of our most interesting groups of animals.

Stream Fishes of Ohio includes the most common species found in the Buckeye State. We hope that this booklet helps increase your understanding of the fascinating underwater world that lies beneath the surface of Ohio’s myriad creeks and rivers. This publication was made possible in part through donations to the Wildlife Diversity Fund, purchases of the Ohio Wildlife Legacy Stamp, and donations to the Ohio Income Tax Checkoff (line for optional donation on your Ohio state income tax form).
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Previous Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow Darter</td>
<td><em>Etheostoma caeruleum</em></td>
<td><em>Etheostoma erythrura</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ODNR Division of Wildlife is the state agency responsible for managing Ohio’s fish and wildlife resources. The primary source of funding for the division comes from the sale of hunting and fishing licenses, federal excise taxes on hunting, fishing, and shooting equipment, and donations from the public. We care about all wildlife and maintaining stable, healthy wildlife populations. Our challenge is to balance the needs of wildlife, habitat, and people.
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ON THE COVER
RAINBOW DARTER | PHOTO BY JIM MCCORMAC
Fish are far more challenging to observe than deer in a meadow, birds at your feeder or butterflies in the garden. For those willing to wet their feet, it is possible to “fish-watch,” and admire these fascinating creatures in their natural habitats. If the water is reasonably clear, it is surprising how well fish can be observed, and how many of them can be identified with practice. Stream species such as creek chub, black-striped topminnows, and long-nosed gar are often easy to see and recognize. Even various darter species can be observed as they forage in shallow riffles.

To really get a handle on what lurks in the depths, professionals such as Ohio Division of Wildlife fisheries biologists use an electroshocker. This device sends an electrical current into the stream, which in turn stuns any fish within a small radius. Biologists can easily net the stunned fish, collect data, and release the animals unharmed. However, this method requires extensive training and special permits, and is out of reach for most people.

An easier – and legal – way to capture fish for observation is to use a seine, such as the one being used in the accompanying photo. Many species of fish are easy to capture in this way, allowing them to be closely inspected. This booklet can be used to help identify them. Always keep captured fish moist and not out of the water for extended periods. After examination, they can be released unharmed.

Collecting fish by any means, even for short-term examinations, and eventual release requires an Ohio fishing license. Part of the funds generated by license sales goes towards stream conservation, research, and education. Never keep state-listed endangered or threatened species.

Ohio’s many waterways contain species not identified in this booklet. The Ohio Division of Wildlife offers a free online A-Z Species Guide containing information on all common and native fishes. Visit wildohio.gov to search the A-Z Species Guide and reference Ohio’s current fishing laws.

For additional information on Ohio’s fishes and fishes across the country visit nanfa.org. The North American Native Fishes Association (NANFA) is a not-for-profit, tax-exempt corporation dedicated to the appreciation, study, and conservation of the continent’s native fishes.
EVERYBODY LIVES DOWNSTREAM

Good stream stewardship is vital to the conservation of our natural resources. By safeguarding waterways, not only do we protect the fishes and other aquatic organisms that live in them, but overall water quality is improved, and that affects everyone in the watershed.

The simplest way to protect streams is to protect riparian buffers – the natural stream-side vegetation. Plants hold and stabilize stream banks, shade and cool the water, and provide valuable habitat for a variety of terrestrial animals. Many plants are specifically adapted to live along streams, such as the sycamore. These giant trees in turn often support specialized animals such as the beautiful yellow-throated warbler (once known as the sycamore warbler).

Fish play important roles within the stream. They are voracious predators of insects and other invertebrates, and in turn serve as food for other animals. Birds such as great blue herons, green herons, and belted kingfishers are prolific consumers of fish. Many mammals also eat fish, including mink, raccoons, and river otters. Fish are essential in the lifecycles of many freshwater mussels as well. In one of nature’s odder reproductive systems, fish-dependent mussels blast larval mussels, known as glochidia, into the gills of a suitable host fish. The young mussels are protected within the fish gills, and once they mature to a certain point, drop off and begin an independent life on the stream bottom.

The Ohio Division of Wildlife has long played a strong role in the conservation of the state’s streams and fisheries. In fact, the Division originally formed in 1873 as the Ohio Fish Commission. To this day, fisheries management is one of the Division of Wildlife’s major missions, involving two research stations, six fish hatcheries, and numerous ongoing research and survey projects. The Division of Wildlife is also actively involved in various stream restoration and habitat acquisition projects, which often involve a variety of outside partners.

YOU CAN HELP

One of the easiest ways to support stream conservation is to buy a fishing license. Part of your investment helps to pay for fish conservation, habitat restoration, research, and education. Also consider the purchase of an Ohio Wildlife Legacy Stamp. Stamp proceeds go to endangered species research, land acquisition, and the production of educational materials such as this free booklet. Information about fishing licenses, the stamp, and the Ohio Division of Wildlife can be found at wildohio.gov.

White and brown-barked sycamore trees are a common sight along streams, and play an important role in stream ecology.

SYCAMORE TREE
Jim McCormac

5 STREAM ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION
There are approximately 3,300 named streams in Ohio, and they encompass everything from tiny rivulets to the mighty Ohio River. Ohio is divided into two drainages: Ohio River, and Lake Erie. The southern two-thirds (seen below in yellow) of the state’s streams flow into the Ohio River, and ultimately into the Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico.

Streams in the northern one-third of Ohio (seen below in green) enter Lake Erie, and their waters eventually enter the Niagara River, flow into Lake Ontario, then the St. Lawrence River, and on into the Atlantic Ocean.

Even the biggest rivers have to begin somewhere, and the uppermost reaches of a waterway is termed a headwater stream. Sometimes called “runs,” headwater streams typically drain less than 20 square miles and can often be jumped or easily waded. When two or more headwater streams join, a creek is formed. Creeks are usually small or medium-sized streams and drain less than 700 square miles. They are probably the most commonly explored type of waterway, and frequently contain riffles, pools, and other aquatic habitats used by most of the fishes included in this booklet.

The ultimate phase of headwater streams and creeks is rivers. Our largest streams, rivers usually are over 100 miles in length, drain watersheds of over 700 square miles, have high flow rates, and deepwater habitats. The largest Ohio rivers include the Great Miami, Maumee, Muskingum, Ohio, and Scioto rivers.

A prairie-type headwater stream fed by cold spring water slices through Liberty Fen State Nature Preserve in Logan County.
A drainage basin acts as a funnel, collecting the surface water within an area covered by the basin and channelling it towards a single point. Each drainage basin is separated topographically from adjacent basins by a geographical barrier such as a ridge, hill or mountain, which is known as a water divide.

Watershed management is the process of implementing means to sustain or enhance watershed functions that affect the plant, animal, and human communities within that basin boundary.
PRINCIPAL RIVERS AND STREAMS
All lampreys have a long eel-like body and no scales. They have segments of muscles that are visible along their body called myomeres, and a jawless mouth. In larval lampreys, called ammocoetes, their mouth is not fully developed, very small, and hidden between folds of skin. Adults have a disc-shaped mouth with varying amounts of teeth depending on the species. The least brook lamprey has a deeply notched dorsal fin, separating it into two distinct parts. They have 54-62 myomeres (muscle segments) between the last gill opening and the anus. The disc-like mouth of the adults contains large teeth only in the center. Any teeth on the outer portion of the disc are very small and difficult to see. Adults are dark tan above and lighter below prior to spawning. During spawning, adults become blue-black in color. The least brook lamprey is most similar to the American brook lamprey and sea lamprey in Ohio. The sea lamprey is much larger reaching an adult size of as much as 25 inches and is a light brown with darker speckles or blotches. Both the American brook and sea lampreys have more than 62 myomeres between the last gill opening and the anus. All other Ohio lamprey species have only a single long dorsal fin.

HABITAT & HABITS All non-parasitic lampreys require two distinctly different habitats that are connected by free-flowing (free of dams) stretches of streams. Adults are found in clear brooks with fast flowing water and either sand or gravel bottoms. Juveniles or ammocoetes are found in sluggish water, where they bury themselves in soft substrate of medium to large streams. The least brook lamprey is native to the Ohio River drainage. This is Ohio’s most common lamprey. In some areas, such as the Hocking Hills region, large spawning groups can be witnessed in very small rocky streams in the spring.

REPRODUCTION Least brook lamprey spawn in March and April in shallow pits that are excavated near the upper ends of gravel riffles. These pits are created communally with as many as 20 individuals constructing one pit. They use their suction-cup-like mouth to move stones away to form the pit. A single female can deposit as many as 1,100 eggs. After hatching, the ammocoetes burrow into the sediment. During this phase, least brook lamprey eat organic particles strained from bottom sediments and the water, as well as microscopic organisms. After at least three years, the ammocoetes transform into a non-parasitic adult in the late summer or fall. Adults remain in the smaller streams and do not feed. The following spring they spawn and then die shortly after.
DESCRIPTION The shovelnose sturgeon is a native species and is the smallest sturgeon species found in North America. Their snout is broad and flat which gives them the name “shovelnose,” and the body is covered in armored plates rather than scales. The only other similar species in Ohio is the lake sturgeon, a rare species of Lake Erie.

HABITAT & HABITS The shovelnose sturgeon is a large river species that prefers sand and gravel substrates with rather fast current. Historically they were abundant in the Ohio River all the way upstream to the Pennsylvania line. They steadily decreased in abundance in the Ohio River after 1910 when the present day lock and dam system was first constructed. Today shovelnose sturgeon are a rare find in Ohio. Small numbers can still be found in the Ohio River from Portsmouth to the Indiana line and in the lower Scioto River. If captured they must be released immediately because of their endangered status.

REPRODUCTION The largest females produce a maximum of 50,000 eggs. Spawning occurs over gravel substrates in swift current from April through June when water temperatures range from 65 to 70 °F. Female shovelnose sturgeon are reported to reach sexual maturity at five to seven years of age and do not spawn every year. Aging studies from the Mississippi River report fish greater than age 12 are rare. This suggests that most female shovelnose sturgeon likely spawn only three to four times in their life. Young sturgeon hatched in the spring reach lengths of six to eight inches by October of their first year.
**DESCRIPTION** Paddlefish are unique with their long paddle-shaped snout. They have a large mouth with no teeth, very small eyes and no scales. The skeleton is made completely of cartilage. There is no other North American fish species that resembles them.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Paddlefish are found in the Ohio River and up to the first dam on its larger tributaries. They prefer the sluggish pools and backwater areas of these rivers and streams. Historically they were much more common and could be found as far up the Ohio River as Pennsylvania. It is also probable that there was a small population in Lake Erie at one time. Today paddlefish are most often seen in the Ohio River from Portsmouth downstream to the Indiana state line.

**REPRODUCTION** Paddlefish spawn in the spring during periods of high flow. The female scatters eggs over submerged gravel and cobble bars. The young hatch and drift downstream to deeper pools with slow water.

**FAMILY** Polyodontidae (Paddlefish)

**POLYODON SPATHULA** • **POL-EE-OH-DON SPATH-U-LA**

**ALIAS** Spoonbill

**STATUS** Threatened

**LENGTH** Avg. 24-48" (Max. 60")

**WEIGHT** Avg. 5-20 lbs (Max. 150 lbs)

**FOOD** Paddlefish filter zooplankton and small insect larvae from the water with their long gill rakers.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (profile) Danny Brooks • (snout) Danny Brooks
**DESCRIPTION** The longnose gar has a very long and narrow snout containing many needle-like teeth. Their body is long and cylindrical, covered with diamond-shaped, hard, non-overlapping scales. They are olive or brownish colored on their back with a white belly. When caught from clear waters they often have numerous dark spots on their sides, fins, and tail. Longnose gar have a much longer snout than any other species of gar. Additionally they have fewer spots than the spotted gar, but typically more than the shortnose gar.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Longnose gar are by far the most common species of gar found in Ohio. They can be found in both the Lake Erie and Ohio River drainages. Gar occupy medium to large rivers and prefer areas of little or no flow with clear water. They are also found in the harbors, bays, and other backwaters of Lake Erie. All species of gar have a specialized air bladder that gives them the ability to breathe air. They can often be seen briefly poking their beak from the water as they take in a gulp of air. Even though gar can breathe air they are not obligated to do so and also have fully functional gills like other fish.

**REPRODUCTION** Spawning takes place in late May or early June, often in shallow riffles. Longnose gar migrate into smaller streams to spawn. Larger females are often chased by two or more smaller males during courtship. The rather large eggs are sticky and adhere to the substrate or aquatic plants. One female produces about 30,000 eggs a year; they hatch about a week after being laid. Newly hatched gar of all species have an adhesive disc on the top of their head which they use to anchor themselves to objects until their yolk sac is absorbed and they begin feeding. Longnose gar attain a length of 12-15 inches in their first year. Males mature at two to three years of age and a length of about 24 inches. Females mature at three to four years of age and a length of 28 or more inches.
American eels are brownish, with a slender snake-like body and a small pointed head. The dorsal fin is long, extending more than half the length of the body and connecting the tail and anal fins. They have short rounded pectoral fins and no pelvic fins. The mouth has numerous small teeth. Adult eels are very muscular and difficult to hold because they secrete a slimy substance when threatened. Male eels grow to about 18 inches, but females can reach up to 52 inches in length.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The American eel may be found at times in any stream in Ohio, and in Lake Erie. They occur most often in moderate or large rivers with continuous flow and moderately clear water. While in fresh water, eels are secretive and hide in deep pools around cover, sometimes burying themselves during the day and coming out to feed at night.

**REPRODUCTION** Adult American eels migrate to the Sargasso Sea, a calm area in the southeast section of the Atlantic Ocean, to spawn and then die. The female lays up to four million buoyant eggs, which are fertilized by the male. After hatching, young eels migrate toward North America and enter freshwater systems. They mature while migrating upriver.
DESCRIPTION The Western tonguetied minnow gets its name from its odd mouth. Most minnows have fleshy lips on both the upper and lower jaw. However, in this species only the outer one-third of the lower lips on either side of the mouth are covered with fleshy lobes. The center of the lower jaw projects forward as a bony sheath without fleshy lips. The odd mouth is subterminal and rather small. This species has a dark slate-gray to brown back, lighter gray or brown sides with purplish flecks or reflections, and a white or light cream-colored belly. Young Western tonguetied minnows have a faint mid-lateral stripe which is very faded or absent in adults.

HABITAT & HABITS The Western tonguetied minnow is only found in southwest Ohio in the Great Miami and Little Miami river systems. They were once well distributed in the upper portion of both of these river systems, but today can only be found in the Mad River and associated tributaries. There may still be a few in the extreme upper portion of the Little Miami River. This species is very intolerant of turbid waters and needs a clean gravel and pebble stream bottom. They also rely on forested and undercut stream banks, and alternating riffle-pool habitats. Lastly, they may need somewhat cooler water temperatures than the average Ohio stream has in summer.

REPRODUCTION The Western tonguetied minnow spawns in May when water temperatures reach 60 degrees F. Males construct large nests made by placing small pebbles in a rectangular pile. This pile, which lies perpendicular to the flow of the stream, can be one to four feet long and 8-18 inches wide. Spawning occurs above this nest and males continue to pile more pebbles on top of the nest between spawning events. Once spawning is finished the nest and eggs are left unguarded.
DESCRIPTION Creek chubs have a thick body and a broad head. The mouth is large, and the back end of the upper jaw extends beyond the front edge of the eye. They also have a small flap-like barbel that is often hidden in the groove between the upper jaw and the rest of the head. There is a dark spot on the front edge of the dorsal fin where it attaches to their body. A dark stripe runs the full length of the body. This stripe is darker on young fish and fish caught in clear water; it can be faint or absent on large adults, especially males. Large adult breeding males have a rusty orange-red color to their cheeks, lips, and much of the belly and lower fins. They may also show some of this color on their dorsal fin. Breeding males also have a dark bar just behind the gills and have many large tubercles on top of the head. The similar river and hornyhead chubs have slightly smaller mouths that end in front of the eye, no dark base at the front of the dorsal fin, and dark edges to their scales, giving them a crosshatched pattern.

HABITAT & HABITS Creek chub are one of the most common fish in Ohio and are found throughout the state. They are most abundant in small streams where they are often the top predator. This is a tolerant species that can withstand a wide variety of water conditions.

REPRODUCTION Creek chubs spawn in early spring when water temperatures reach 55 degrees F. The males select spawning sites in small streams in smooth water with gravel substrate near a riffle. Males dig a pit by sweeping their tail against the stream bed and moving gravel away with their mouth. After spawning occurs they fill in the pit, burying the eggs, with small pebbles creating a mound. The male will then dig a new pit immediately downstream of the pile of pebbles. As spawning continues this activity creates a ridge of pebbles that can be a foot across and several feet long. Many other smaller species of fish will sneak in and spawn in the chub nest. Thus, they take advantage of the way the male creek chub aggressively defends the nest, which ensures their eggs are protected as well.
Hornyhead chub have a fairly large mouth that ends before it reaches the front of the eye. There is a small barbel in the rear corner on each side of the head. Dark edges rim the scales, which lends a cross-hatched pattern to the body. The dark brown contrasts with lighter brown or gold sides and a cream colored belly. A dark stripe down the side is most visible on young and non-breeding adults. The fins, particularly the tail, often have a slight red or orange tinge to the otherwise brown coloration. Hornyheads differ from the closely related river chub in having a shorter snout, slightly more terminal mouth, and a dark spot at the base of the tail which is most apparent in young and females. Adult breeding males differ from river chub in having a bright red spot behind the eye. Their breeding tubercles (horn-like projections) on top of the head extend from slightly in front of the eye to well behind the eye above the gill covers. Hornyhead chubs can also be mistaken for creek chubs. However, those have a larger mouth extending just beyond the front edge of the eye, a dark base to the front edge of the dorsal fin, and lack the crosshatched body pattern formed by dark scale edges.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Hornyhead chub are found in small to medium-sized streams with a gravel or sand bottom. They are found in smaller streams than the closely related river chub and usually larger streams than creek chub. They also prefer slower currents than river chub. In Ohio they are common in the upper portion of Big and Little Darby Creeks, the upper Auglaize River, and the upper portion of the Cuyahoga River.

**REPRODUCTION** Hornyhead chubs spawn in April and May. The males select spawning sites in calm water with gravel substrate just above or below a riffle. At these sites, males build a mound by stacking up a pile of pebbles with their mouth. They spawn above this nest and continue to add to it between spawning events. As spawning continues this activity creates a round pebble mound that can be one to two feet across and six to eight inches high. Many other smaller species of fish will also sneak in and spawn in the nest of the chub. Thus, they take advantage of the way the male chub aggressively defends the nest, which ensures their eggs are protected as well.
**DESCRIPTION** The striped shiner is deep-bodied and slab-sided. These minnows have large scales and silvery sides with a darker back. Their name stems from the series of dark stripes that run down the back. These stripes join in the center of the back behind the dorsal fin, forming “V” shapes. There are usually a few dark scales which look like dark blotches on the sides. The common shiner, which is only found in northern Ohio, is very similar. The best way to distinguish the two is to look at the back scales immediately behind the head. On a striped shiner these are relatively evenly sized. On the common shiner they are smaller than the scales on the rest of their back and appear squished together. Breeding male striped shiners become bright pinkish-red on their sides, lower fins, and rear edge of their tail. Small pointy tubercles also form on their head, which they use to defend territories from rival males.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Striped shiners are found throughout Ohio in small to medium streams. They prefer streams with relatively clear water and clean gravel and sand substrates. They are much more abundant than the similar common shiner. Most of their time is spent in deeper pools, and they can often be seen eating insects off the surface. Striped shiners are frequently caught by fishermen.

**REPRODUCTION** Striped shiners spawn in large schools near riffles. Males dig shallow pits with their tails in coarse sand or fine gravel substrates. Many females then scatter their eggs into these shallow nests. After spawning, the adults return to deeper pools where they spend most of their time. After hatching, the young drift downstream and frequent the edges of pools in shallow water.
DESCRIPTION Stonerollers are moderately stout brownish minnows with small eyes and short, rounded fins. The snout is bluntly rounded and projects beyond the nearly horizontal mouth. Their mouth is always white in color. Young and non-breeding adults usually have dark blotches over much of their body. Large breeding males have some orange and black on fins, large pointed tubercles on their head, and reddish-orange eyes.

HABITAT & HABITS The stoneroller is found throughout Ohio in moderate to high-gradient streams with sandy to gravelly substrate. They prefer areas where riffles and pools alternate in rapid succession. However, stonerollers are very tolerant and can survive in almost any stream with an adequate food supply. This is one of the most common species of stream fish in the state.

REPRODUCTION Stonerollers spawn between March and late May. Males dig spawning pits near riffles and aggressively defend their chosen site from other males. Females remain in deeper water near the spawning pits, and enter them individually or in groups to deposit eggs. The adhesive eggs become lodged in the gravel and are abandoned prior to hatching. Most stonerollers become sexually mature in their second or third summer.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Uland Thomas • (female) Brian Zimmerman
Spotfin shiners are silver-blue with a darker back and light cream-colored belly. They are laterally compressed and have a distinctive diamond-shaped crosshatching pattern on the sides created by dark scale edges. There is a dusky blotch on the webbing of the dorsal fin near the midsection of the three rear fin rays. Additionally, this species has eight anal fin rays. Breeding male spotfin shiners have intensely steel-blue sides, and fins flushed with white. The closely related steelcolor shiner differs by having a rounded rear edge to the dorsal fin, dark speckles of pigment in the front half of the dorsal fin, nine anal fin rays, and a slightly deeper body. Additionally, breeding male steelcolor shiners have a red-tipped snout and fins flushed with yellow rather than white. Breeding males of both species have white tips to the fins which are often visible to an observer above the water’s surface.

**Habitat & Habits** Spotfin shiners are found throughout Ohio in a wide variety of habitats. They often become very abundant in areas with poor habitat for other species. They are one of the few minnow species able to thrive in Ohio’s many reservoirs.

**Reproduction** Spotfin shiners spawn in crevices between rocks or in bark on submerged fallen trees. Spawning takes place throughout the warmer months of the year starting in late May or early June.

**Description**

- **Cyprinella spiloptera** • Sih-prih-nel-ah spil-op-ter-ah

**Alias** None

**Status** Common

**Length** Avg. 2-4” (Max. 5”)

**Food** Various aquatic invertebrates

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Brian Zimmerman • (female) Brian Zimmerman
DESCRIPTION The bluntnose minnow has a stout half ray in front of the typical eight rays on the dorsal fin. The scales on the back between the head and dorsal fin are small and appear squished together. There is a dark spot of pigment on the first two or three dorsal rays about midway up the fin. This species has a rounded head and slightly subterminal mouth. There are dark edges to the scales which gives a crosshatched pattern over much of the body. Breeding males can be very dark in coloration, and have three rows of large pointed tubercles on the snout. They also have a spongy pad on the back between the head and dorsal fin. The bluntnose minnow differs from the closely related fathead minnow by a dark mid-lateral stripe that runs from the snout to the tail, terminating in a dark tail spot. This stripe can be absent in fish from turbid waters, but the black spot is usually still visible. They also have a complete lateral line, which the fathead minnow does not have. Another closely related species, the bullhead minnow, differs by having a shorter, thicker body, and a dark crescent-shaped mark on the side of the snout. Both bullheads and fatheads lack the dark scale edges that give the bluntnose minnow a crosshatched appearance.

HABITAT & HABITS The bluntnose minnow is found throughout Ohio. It occupies a broad range of habitats including lakes, ponds, rivers, and streams. They prefer shallow areas of clear water with sand and gravel bottoms.

REPRODUCTION Bluntnose minnows spawn repeatedly starting in May and continue into August. Males select the spawning site, usually under logs, branches or rocks in shallow water. They will also use artificial spawning sites in old tiles or pipes. Females lay adhesive eggs on the underside of the spawning structure. The male then aggressively defends the spawning site from other fish. Males also use the large spongy pad on the top of their body to clean the eggs the female has laid on the underside of the select object.
DESCRIPTION This is a small species of chub with no markings on the fins and a single small barbel in each of the rear corners of its mouth. Streamline chubs have a subterminal mouth, and a long slender body shape which gives it the “streamline” part of its name. They differ from the closely related gravel chub by having a series of 7-11 distinct dark dashes along the sides, a longer, more slender body, and bright silvery sides rather than light straw-brown body coloration.

HABITAT & HABITS Streamline chub are found in medium to large streams and rivers in the Ohio River basin. They are highly intolerant of clayey silt and other pollutants, making this species a good indicator of high quality streams. Streamlines frequent areas of swift current near riffles, in one to four feet of water over a clean gravel bottom. They are often found in slightly smaller streams than the closely related gravel chub. Streams with good populations of streamline chub in Ohio include the Kokosing River and Big Darby Creek.

REPRODUCTION Streamline chub likely spawn in spring or early summer, but little is known about their reproductive biology.

© PHOTO CREDIT: Brian Zimmerman
Suckermouth minnows get their name from their distinctly subterminal mouth. This gives them the appearance of a small sucker. However, all species of suckers have the anal fin positioned closer to the tail and have more than eight dorsal fin rays. Suckermouth minnows have a narrow dark stripe down the side which ends in a dark spot at the base of the tail. Immediately above this dark line is a narrow gold line. They have a darker gray or brown back and a light cream to white belly. The sides of the body can be silvery or light brown and there are no spots or other distinct markings on the fins.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Suckermouth minnows are found in medium to large rivers in swift riffles and gravel runs. They are very tolerant of turbidity and actually seem to have a preference for murky waters. Only when the swift riffles become covered in silt do they disappear from a given locality. Historically this species was probably not found in Ohio and may have been limited to the plains west of the Mississippi River. As prairies and forests were cleared and streams and rivers became more turbid, the suckermouth minnow expanded its range eastward. The first individuals were found in Illinois and Indiana in 1876. Ohio’s first specimens date from 1920. Since that time they have spread throughout Ohio and are common in many larger streams and rivers, particularly in the western part of the state.

**REPRODUCTION** Suckermouth minnows spawn in gravel riffles in April and May. No parental care is given to the eggs or young.
Western blacknose dace have an olive to dark brown back, lighter sides, and a cream-colored belly. They also have black blotches scattered across their back and sides, and a dark mid-lateral stripe from the snout to the base of the tail. This stripe is black or brown in females (and young) and rusty red in males. The snout is relatively long, and the mouth is slightly subterminal. Like other species of dace, they have very small scales which lends a scaleless appearance. They differ from the closely related longnose dace by having a shorter snout, larger eye, and a distinct mid-lateral stripe.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The blacknose dace is found in small streams and brooks in Ohio that have moderate or high gradients, clear waters, and clean substrates of sand, gravel, and cobble. These fish are typically found in fast water where there are overhanging roots or undercut banks. They can also be found in riffles hiding under large rocks or boulders. This species is more tolerant of increased water turbidity than other Ohio stream dace, but disappears if riffle substrates become too silted.

**REPRODUCTION** Western blacknose dace spawn during spring and early summer in riffles over shallow gravel. Most spawn at two years of age and live for three or four years. Unlike other species of dace the two Ohio *Rhinichthys* species do not spawn in the nests of larger minnow species.
**DESCRIPTION**

Longnose dace have a long snout that projects well beyond the tip of the lower jaw, resulting in a subterminal mouth. They also have a rather long and streamlined body. As with other dace species, they have very small scales, which creates a scaleless appearance. Longnose dace are olive to dark brown above, with black blotches, lighter brown sides, and a cream-colored belly. There are two light spots at the front and back base of the dorsal fin, visible when looking down on the fish. Males have red or orange lips, rear edge of gills, and base of all their lower fins. The two light spots by the base of the dorsal fin are also often red or orange on males. They differ from the closely related Western blacknose dace by having a longer snout, smaller eye, and no distinct lateral stripe.

**HABITAT & HABITS**

Longnose dace occur in rocky streams with steep gradients and swift currents. They can also be found in large lakes with rocky wave-swept shorelines. Longnose dace are found in small streams in the Chagrin River watershed, a few other small eastern Lake Erie tributaries, and in several small streams draining into the upper Ohio River. In these streams they are found in the swiftest riffles. They can also be found along rocky shorelines of eastern Lake Erie. Here they are only found during the colder months of the year, and it is suspected they migrate to deeper waters during summer.

**REPRODUCTION**

Longnose dace spawn during spring in fast riffles over shallow gravel. Most spawn at two years of age and live for three or four years. Unlike other species of dace, the two Ohio *Rhinichthys* species do not spawn in the nests of larger minnow species.

**ALIAS**

Riffle dace

**STATUS**

Special interest

**LENGTH**

Avg. 2-4" (Max. 5")

**FOOD**

Various aquatic invertebrates such as stonefly or mayfly larvae

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Brian Zimmerman • (female) Ulind Thomas
DESCRIPTION The redside dace is a strikingly colored fish with a distinctive wide red band on its sides. This band, which extends from just behind the eye to the front edge of the anal fin, is a light red or pink on non-breeding fish and bright carmine-red on breeding males. Unlike most minnow species, the band is only slightly less intensely colored on breeding females. Above this band is a thin gold line which runs from the eye to the base of the tail. Above the gold line the back is dark olive-brown to deep green. Below the red band, the belly is white or light cream, and the fins have no spots or other distinct markings. Redside dace have a long narrow body with very small scales, a large eye, and a distinctive large upturned mouth. The closely related rosyside dace differs by being suffused with red or pink along the entire lower side, and the red reaches beyond the front of the anal fin. Rosyside dace also have a smaller mouth, deeper body, and larger scales.

HABITAT & HABITS The redside dace is an indicator of very high quality small streams. This species is intolerant of turbidity and silt. They are attracted to deep pools with an abundance of woody debris. The small streams they frequent typically have rather high gradients, very clear cool water, and are in heavily forested watersheds. This species is found in the eastern half of the state, with the exception of the Mad River in west-central Ohio.

REPRODUCTION Redside dace spawn in groups in late April or early May. Like many species of small minnows, they usually spawn in the nest of larger minnows or suckers. Creek chub, striped shiners, common shiners, and common white suckers are common hosts. These nests are found near fast riffles in coarse sand or fine gravel. Redside dace leave the eggs to be guarded by the larger host species and provide no parental care.

© PHOTO CREDIT: Brian Zimmerman
DESCRIPTION Southern redbelly dace have extremely small scales, which lends them a scaleless appearance. They have a distinctive coloration, unlike any other Ohio species of minnow and a relatively small terminal mouth. There is a row of small dark blotches down the center of the back, starting just behind the head and extending to the tail. A thin dark stripe extends from head to tail along the upper sides. Immediately below that is a wide silvery-gold stripe that runs from the eye to the tail. A second dark stripe goes completely around the tip of the nose, across the gills, and all the way down the sides to the tail. The lower sides and belly are white to yellowish-cream in young and non-breeding adults. The fins are light yellow to whitish and are nearly transparent. Breeding males are bright red across the entire belly and throat to the edge of the lower dark stripe. The fins are often bright lemon-yellow and sometimes there is a red spot at the base of the dorsal fin. Breeding females also have some red on their belly and yellow on fins, but they are not as distinctively colored.

HABITAT & HABITS Southern redbelly dace prefer small headwater streams with clear un-polluted water. Many of these streams are less than five feet wide and have moderate to high gradients with well developed pools and riffles. Suitable streams are found in shady, forested areas where the dace typically occupy pools with some flow and an abundance of hiding places such as undercut banks, down trees, and logs. This species relies heavily on the presence of these habitat features to sustain large populations. They are found throughout much of the state, but are absent in northwest Ohio where small streams tend to be sluggish with few riffles.

REPRODUCTION Southern redbelly dace spawn in large groups in late April or early May. Like many smaller species of minnows, they usually spawn in the nest of larger fish. Common hosts include creek chub, striped shiners, common shiners, and common white suckers. These nests are found near fast riffles in coarse sand or fine gravel. The eggs are left to be guarded by the host species and no parental care is provided.
Redfin shiners have a dark blotch at the front base of the dorsal fin. This species is laterally compressed and has a deep body. The sides are silver-blue with a darker back and a lighter white or cream belly. Breeding males can become bright shiny blue with red fins. Females sometimes become pale red on the fins, but it is much less visible than that of males. Redfin shiners differ from the closely related scarlet shiner by having a deeper body, no distinct saddle bars, and by having more anal fin rays on average (11-13, usually 11).

Redfin shiners are found in sluggish sections of small to medium streams and are rather tolerant of turbid water and some siltation. They can also occur in larger rivers, but if so they are usually scarce. Redfins are most common in the Maumee, Portage, and Sandusky river systems of northwest Ohio, but can be found throughout the Lake Erie drainage, and in the Ohio River drainage in southeast Ohio. In southwest Ohio they are replaced by the closely related scarlet shiner.

Spawning occurs throughout late spring and summer over clean sand or fine gravel substrates. Redfin shiners will often use the nests of larger minnow species or even sunfish for spawning, but are not obligated to do so.
Scarlet shiners have a dark blotch at the front base of the dorsal fin. This species is laterally compressed and has a rather long slender body. They have 4-11 distinct saddle bands over the back and upper sides (more visible on males). The sides are silver-blue, contrasting with a darker back and lighter white or cream belly. Breeding males can be bright shiny blue with bright red fins. Females can develop some faint red coloration on the fins, but it is much less visible than that of males. Scarlet shiners differ from the closely related redfin shiner by having a more slender body, 4-11 distinct saddle bars, and by having fewer anal fin rays on average (9-11, usually 10).

**HABITAT & HABITS** Scarlet shiners are found in sluggish pools of small to medium-sized streams and are not tolerant of turbid water or silt. They can also occur in larger rivers, but if so, usually in low numbers. They are found in southwest Ohio from the Scioto River drainage westward, and are replaced by the closely related redfin shiner in the rest of Ohio.

**REPRODUCTION** Scarlet shiners spawn throughout late spring and summer over clean sand or fine gravel substrates often in swift riffles. They will often use the nests of larger minnow species for spawning, but are not obligated to do so.
Sand shiners are a small silvery minnows, usually with seven anal fin rays. They have no distinct stripe along the sides, but do have a stripe down the center of the back. This stripe stops in a wedge-shaped spot in front of the dorsal fin and then continues behind the dorsal fin, but does not encircle the base of the fin. The fins are transparent with no dark markings. The scales along the lateral line just behind the head are nearly as wide as they are tall. Sand shiners differ from mimic, channel, and ghost shiners by having a rather distinct stripe down the center of the back, lack of a stripe along the sides, and have only seven rather than eight anal rays. Additionally, ghost shiners have a deeper body and longer fins.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Sand shiners are found throughout Ohio in medium to large rivers and streams. They are most abundant in pools in streams with sand or fine gravel substrates and low or moderate turbidity. They are more tolerant of turbid water than the similar mimic shiner.

**REPRODUCTION** Sand shiners spawn in late spring and early summer, scattering eggs over a sand or gravel substrate. No parental care is given.
DESCRIPTION The silverjaw minnow is small and silvery with distinctive head features. The ventral and lower sides of the head have silvery plates that reflect the numerous internal tubular channels. These channels are thought to be a series of sensory organs that help the fish detect prey items on and just under the surface of sand. No other Ohio minnow species has this feature. The upper jaw is longer than the lower jaw, and the underside of the head is flattened. The sides of the head angle inward towards the top. The eyes are positioned near the summit of the head; thus, the pupils can be seen when looking down on the fish. The rather silvery body is darker on the back with lighter sides and belly. Silverjaw minnows are most similar to the bigmouth shiner, which has a very similar body shape, but lacks the plating on the lower jaw. Silverjaws also superficially resemble the trout-perch, which is not a minnow and can be separated by the presence of an adipose fin, which all minnows lack.

HABITAT & HABITS The silverjaw minnow is found throughout Ohio in medium to small streams, almost exclusively in areas with a sandy bottom. They are very common where appropriate habitat is present and large schools can often be found.

REPRODUCTION Silverjaw minnows spawn between April and June in shallow areas near gravel riffles, over coarse sand or pea-sized gravel.

DISTRIBUTION

PHOTO CREDIT: Uland Thomas
DESCRIPTION

Popeye shiners are small silvery minnows with a dusky tip to the lower jaw and a faint dusky stripe along the sides that is most visible near the tail. They have a very large eye and terminal mouth. All the fins are transparent with no distinct markings and there are nine anal fin rays. Popeye shiners can also be distinguished by an obvious dip in the lateral line through the center part of the body. The similar bigeye shiner has only eight anal rays, a more distinct stripe along the side, and a less prominent dip in the lateral line.

HABITAT & HABITS

This species is found in clear, unsilted water in medium-sized streams. These streams usually have slow to moderate flow and many long sluggish pools in which the popeye shiners reside. This species was thought to have disappeared from Ohio prior to 1900 until a population was discovered in Scioto Brush Creek in southern Ohio in the mid 1980s.

REPRODUCTION

Popeye shiners are assumed to reproduce in spring or summer, but little is known about their reproductive activities or requirements.
Creek chubsuckers are a small species of sucker with a dark golden-bronze back and upper sides, and a cream or white belly. The edges of their scales have dark margins, creating a cross-hatched appearance over much of the body. The mouth is subterminal, and there are usually 9-10 dorsal rays. Adults have a series of five to eight faint dark saddles over the back and upper sides. Below these saddles there is a series of blotches which may be fused into a broad and usually faint stripe. Adult males have a hooked or falcate anal fin and when breeding they have three tubercles on each side of the snout. Young chubsuckers have a distinct black stripe down the side and are often mistaken for small minnows. They also have a black leading edge to their dorsal fin. The closely related lake chubsucker can be distinguished by its more terminal mouth, usually 11 or 12 dorsal rays, and a slightly deeper body.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Creek chubsuckers are found in sluggish prairie streams with clear waters and an abundance of aquatic vegetation. They occur over areas of sand, fine gravel, or organic debris that are free of clayey silt. This species was much more numerous historically in western Ohio than it is today. It can still be found in numbers in some of the higher quality prairie streams in western Ohio.

**REPRODUCTION** Creek chubsuckers spawn in April in small streams. Like many other sucker species, two males will press a single female between them as all three fish vibrate and shake their tail. This is done over fine gravel or sand substrates and the fish’s movements cause the eggs to become buried. No parental care is given.
Northern hog suckers have a bony head that tapers abruptly into a slender body, and a very distinctive large sucker mouth. Their eyes are positioned on top of the head with a depression between them. Hog suckers are a mottled reddish brown with four to six dark saddles or bands across their back.

Relatively clear streams with clean substrates free of silt are the preferred habitat. Hog suckers prefer fast riffles during most of the year, but are found in pools during the colder months. Like most suckers, they often migrate long distances to spawn in smaller streams in spring. Northern hog suckers are native throughout Ohio and are a common species.

Hog suckers spawn in April or early May. A female and often several males stir up the bottom sediments to form a slight depression where the eggs are deposited. Spawning can last for an extended period with the female laying eggs at irregular intervals. Young are often found at the edge of pools over a sandy substrate.
DESCRIPTION  Common white suckers have a long slender body with light brown sides and a white belly. The mouth is small and subterminal, and this species has smaller scales (55-85 along lateral line) than all other Ohio suckers except the longnose sucker. The dorsal fin and tail fin are a slate-gray color. All other fins are white, yellow, or light brown. Breeding males have a rosy or pinkish stripe along their upper sides and a dark back. Young white suckers have dark blotches over their back and sides. White suckers differ from the closely-related longnose sucker by having a shorter snout and fewer lateral line scales. It is also much more common and widely distributed in Ohio than is the longnose.

HABITAT & HABITS  Common white suckers are not habitat-specific and can be found in nearly every lake, reservoir, river, and stream in Ohio. The largest Ohio population is found in Lake Erie, and in early spring large numbers of white suckers migrate up tributary streams to spawn. White suckers also are very tolerant of pollution, turbidity, and low oxygen levels.

REPRODUCTION  Common white suckers spawn from April to early May when they run upstream, usually at night. They seek areas with swift water and gravelly substrates, upon which they randomly spread their eggs. Females can lay between 20,000 to 50,000 eggs. The young hatch and remain in the gravel for one to two weeks before migrating downstream at night. Larval white suckers feed on protozoa, diatoms, and small crustaceans. As the young grow, the mouth migrates to the underside of the fish, thus allowing the sucker to feed on the bottom.
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DESCRIPTION  Quillback carpsuckers have a small subterminal mouth. The back is moderately arched and the lateral line is nearly straight. They are silvery on the sides with a white belly, and the lower fins can be orange or yellow. The tail and dorsal fins are gray to silver in color. The first several rays of the dorsal fin form a long quill. Unlike the river and highfin carpsuckers, they have no fleshy knob on the front edge of the lower lip. There are two subspecies of quillback carpsuckers found in Ohio: central quillback carpsucker (Carpiodes cypri- nus hinei) and Northern quillback carpsucker (C. c. cyprinus). Northern quillback carpsuckers are deeper-bodied and have smaller eyes than the central quillback carpsuckers.

HABITAT & HABITS  Northern quillback carpsuckers are found only in Lake Erie and the first mile or two of some of its larger tributaries. They can be found throughout the lake, but are most common in depths of 15-25 feet. The central quillback carpsucker is found throughout inland Ohio in most streams and rivers. They are most common in low-gradient streams of northwestern and southeastern Ohio. They can also be common in some of Ohio’s larger reservoirs. Both adults and young often feed in large schools, moving slowly over a sand or gravel bottom.

REPRODUCTION  Quillback carpsuckers spawn between early April and late May. The eggs are randomly deposited over a sand or mud bottom and left in quiet water. Females lay between 15,000 to 60,000 eggs.
DESCRIPTION The golden redhorse has an olive-colored back and white belly with gold to bronze sides and a slate-gray tail. Their dorsal fin is slightly concave. The rear edge of the lips forms a slight “V” shape. There are 39-42 scales along the lateral line. The black redhorse is more slender in appearance, with the back edge of the lips forming a straight line, and it has 44-47 scales along the lateral line. Silver redhorse are very deep-bodied, the rear edge of the lower lips form a deep “V” and they have a convex dorsal fin. Ohio’s other four species of redhorse have red tails.

HABITAT & HABITS The golden redhorse is found throughout Ohio and occurs in all but the smallest streams and rivers. They also are found in Lake Erie and larger reservoirs that have a stream or river feeding them. It is the most common and least sensitive to poor environmental conditions of Ohio’s seven species of redhorse.

REPRODUCTION Golden redhorse spawn in April and May when the water temperature reaches 50 degrees F. They make large migrations from rivers and reservoirs to smaller streams where they spawn at night in shallow riffles. Two males will press a single female between them while all three fish vibrate as eggs and sperm are released. They provide no parental care. The young can often be seen in large schools, often in a mix of various redhorse species, feeding along sandy bottoms in pools.
The river redhorse has a relatively large head and eyes, and a bright red tail. The rear edge of the dorsal fin is nearly straight to slightly concave. River redhorse occur in both the Lake Erie and Ohio River drainage basins. The similar greater redhorse has a more rounded head, smaller eye, and a slightly convex rear edge to the dorsal fin. Shorthead and smallmouth redhorse have smaller heads, more slender bodies, and concave dorsal fins. Ohio’s other three redhorse species have slate-gray tails.

**HABITAT & HABITS** River redhorse are found in only the largest rivers of the Ohio and Lake Erie drainage systems. They frequent deep pools with moderate current over bedrock or gravel substrate. River redhorse are intolerant of pollution and turbid water and are an indicator of good water quality.

**REPRODUCTION** Spawning occurs in April and May. They migrate into smaller streams and spawn at night near the ends of shallow riffles. Two males will press a single female between them while all three fish vibrate as eggs and sperm are released. They bury their eggs in fine gravel with their tails. No further parental care is given.

**ALIAS** Redhorse, sucker

**STATUS** Species of concern

**LENGTH** Avg. 18-26” (Max. 32”)

**WEIGHT** Avg. 3-7 lbs (Max. 12 lbs)

**FOOD** Larval insects, snails, small mollusks, and other aquatic invertebrates

**FAMILY** Catostomidae (Suckers)
This species was recently given specific recognition. It was long considered a subspecies of the shorthead redhorse (*M. macrolepidotum*). Smallmouth redhorse have a small head, long slender body, deeply concave dorsal fin and a bright red tail. The body is gold to silver on the sides with a darker olive-brown back. They differ from the similar shorthead redhorse in having a shorter and more deeply concave dorsal fin. The smallmouth redhorse is only found in the Ohio River and its tributaries. Shorthead redhorse occur in Lake Erie and its tributaries. Greater and river redhorse have larger heads, deeper bodies, and nearly straight dorsal fins. Ohio’s other three redhorse have slate-gray tails.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Smallmouth redhorse are found in the Ohio River and in other large streams and rivers in the Ohio River drainage basin. They prefer relatively shallow water and swift currents in areas with a clean sand or gravel substrate free of clay or silt. Smallmouth redhorse are intolerant of pollution and turbid water and are an indicator of good water quality.

**REPRODUCTION** Spawning occurs in April and May. They migrate into smaller streams and spawn at night at the ends of shallow riffles. Two males will press a single female between them while all three fish vibrate as eggs and sperm are released. They bury their eggs in fine gravel with their tails. No further parental care is given.

**DESCRIPTION** This species was recently given specific recognition. It was long considered a subspecies of the shorthead redhorse (*M. macrolepidotum*). Smallmouth redhorse have a small head, long slender body, deeply concave dorsal fin and a bright red tail. The body is gold to silver on the sides with a darker olive-brown back. They differ from the similar shorthead redhorse in having a shorter and more deeply concave dorsal fin. The smallmouth redhorse is only found in the Ohio River and its tributaries. Shorthead redhorse occur in Lake Erie and its tributaries. Greater and river redhorse have larger heads, deeper bodies, and nearly straight dorsal fins. Ohio’s other three redhorse have slate-gray tails.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Smallmouth redhorse are found in the Ohio River and in other large streams and rivers in the Ohio River drainage basin. They prefer relatively shallow water and swift currents in areas with a clean sand or gravel substrate free of clay or silt. Smallmouth redhorse are intolerant of pollution and turbid water and are an indicator of good water quality.

**REPRODUCTION** Spawning occurs in April and May. They migrate into smaller streams and spawn at night at the ends of shallow riffles. Two males will press a single female between them while all three fish vibrate as eggs and sperm are released. They bury their eggs in fine gravel with their tails. No further parental care is given.

**DESCRIPTION** This species was recently given specific recognition. It was long considered a subspecies of the shorthead redhorse (*M. macrolepidotum*). Smallmouth redhorse have a small head, long slender body, deeply concave dorsal fin and a bright red tail. The body is gold to silver on the sides with a darker olive-brown back. They differ from the similar shorthead redhorse in having a shorter and more deeply concave dorsal fin. The smallmouth redhorse is only found in the Ohio River and its tributaries. Shorthead redhorse occur in Lake Erie and its tributaries. Greater and river redhorse have larger heads, deeper bodies, and nearly straight dorsal fins. Ohio’s other three redhorse have slate-gray tails.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Smallmouth redhorse are found in the Ohio River and in other large streams and rivers in the Ohio River drainage basin. They prefer relatively shallow water and swift currents in areas with a clean sand or gravel substrate free of clay or silt. Smallmouth redhorse are intolerant of pollution and turbid water and are an indicator of good water quality.

**REPRODUCTION** Spawning occurs in April and May. They migrate into smaller streams and spawn at night at the ends of shallow riffles. Two males will press a single female between them while all three fish vibrate as eggs and sperm are released. They bury their eggs in fine gravel with their tails. No further parental care is given.
DESCRIPTION The channel catfish, like other catfish, has no scales, a single bony spine in each pectoral fin and the dorsal fin, and eight barbels around the mouth. They have a deeply forked tail and the upper jaw is longer than the lower jaw. The dorsal and pectoral spines are sharp and deeply serrated, and the anal fin is curved and has between 24 and 30 rays. The body can be blue, gray, silver, or blackish. The belly is usually white or cream. Small individuals are usually silvery and often have many black spots on their sides. Some anglers mistakenly call large channel catfish with few or no spots blue catfish, but that species has an anal fin with a straight edge and more than 30 rays.

HABITAT & HABITS Channel catfish are native to Ohio and occur statewide in large streams, rivers, and lakes. They are also stocked in many farm ponds where they do well, but rarely reproduce. Channel catfish prefer areas with deep water, clean gravel or boulder substrates and low to moderate current. However, they are tolerant of a wide range of conditions.

REPRODUCTION Channel catfish begin spawning when water temperatures reach 70 degrees F. They use natural cavities, undercut banks and muskrat burrows as nests. The female lays a gelatinous mass containing between 8,000 to 15,000 eggs and the parents remain to fan the eggs and guard the young after hatching.

FAMILY Ictaluridae (North American Catfishes)

CHANNEL CATFISH
Ictalurus punctatus • Ik-tal-ur-us punk-tate-us

ALIAS Spotted cat, silver cat, squeaker cat
STATUS Sportfish
LENGTH Avg. 15-25” (Max. 40”) 
WEIGHT Avg. 2-10 lbs (Max. 37 lbs)
FOOD Omnivorous and will eat a wide variety of items including insect larvae, crayfish, mollusks, fish (dead or alive), and even fruits and berries

© PHOTO CREDIT: (adult) Uland Thomas • (juvenile) Uland Thomas
DESCRIPTION The flathead catfish is the only North American catfish species whose lower jaw is longer than the upper jaw. Their head is flattened between the eyes and they have a very large mouth. This is also the only large catfish with a square tail. Body color is usually yellow-olive or a brown with dark brown blotches, and the belly is yellow or yellowish-white.

HABITAT & HABITS Adults prefer deep sluggish pools with cover such as submerged logs and brush piles. They are found in large rivers in Ohio and are most abundant in the Maumee, Muskingum, Scioto, and Ohio rivers. Flatheads also occur in most of the larger reservoirs in the state.

REPRODUCTION Flathead catfish spawn when water temperatures reach 70 degrees F. They build nests in dark secluded shelters such as natural cavities, undercut banks, or near large submerged objects. The eggs are laid in a compact golden-yellow mass which the male fans continuously. The egg mass may contain as many as 100,000 eggs. After hatching, the young remain near the nest for several days in a large compact school.
DESCRIPTION The stonecat madtom can be various shades of brown, with a white or cream belly. The adipose fin is attached to the tail with no free rear edge. Fins are paler than the body and stonecats sometimes have two or three lighter brown or yellowish saddle-like markings across the back. The edges of the fins are often outlined with lighter brown, yellow, or white. The body is long and slender, and the upper jaw protrudes beyond the lower jaw. The rear edge of the pectoral spines is straight, not deeply serrated.

HABITAT & HABITS Stonecat madtoms are primarily a riffle-dwelling species. They are most abundant in medium to large rivers in areas with moderately fast current and large boulders and slabs. They are also found in Lake Erie around the islands and reefs of the Western Basin, and along rocky shorelines. Stonecats spend the day hiding under large flat rocks and come out at night to feed. This species is found throughout Ohio and is the most common of Ohio’s six species of madtoms.

REPRODUCTION Stonecat madtoms begin spawning when water temperatures reach about 80 degrees F. The female lays a gelatinous round mass containing about 500 eggs on the underside of flat stones. One of the parents guards the eggs until hatching. Young stonecats are often found in shallower and swifter water than the adults.
DESCRIPTION The tadpole madtom can be various shades of brown or yellow-brown. There are no dark markings on their body. They are darkest on the back, becoming lighter on the sides and fading into a white or yellow belly. The adipose fin is completely connected to the tail, which is large and rounded, creating a tadpole-like appearance. The rear edge of the pectoral spines is straight, not deeply serrated.

HABITAT & HABITS Tadpole madtoms occur in areas with little or no current. They prefer sluggish streams or rivers, swamps, marshes or natural lakes, and often hide in thick vegetation in areas with a soft mud or muck bottom. The tadpole madtom is one of three rather common madtom species found in Ohio. They are common in the northwestern part of the state, but isolated populations occur statewide.

REPRODUCTION Tadpole madtoms spawn in early summer when water temperatures approach 80 degrees F. The sticky eggs are attached to the underside of a rock, log or submerged root. The male then guards the eggs until they hatch.
The brindled madtom is a small catfish with a rounded tail. The adipose fin has a dark saddle that goes up to and across the top edge of the fin. There is also a blackish blotch on the top of the dorsal fin. Body coloration is light brown with several dark strongly contrasting saddles or blotches down the back. The sides are speckled with light and dark brown dots and the belly is cream or white. The rear edge of the pectoral spines are deeply serrated. Brindled madtoms differ from mountain and Northern madtoms by having dark pigment on the top edge of the dorsal fin.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Brindled madtoms are found throughout Ohio, and are common in areas with suitable habitat. They prefer areas with a clean sand or gravel bottom and avoid sites with a soft mud, muck, or silt-covered bottom. They are most common in medium-sized streams and often frequent the edge of pools in roots, leaf litter, brush piles or other debris. Brindled madtoms are not typically found in fast current like some other madtom species. They are one of three relatively common species of madtoms in Ohio.

**REPRODUCTION** The brindled madtom spawns in early summer when water temperatures approach 80 degrees F. Females attach their sticky eggs to the underside of a rock, log, or submerged root. The male then guards the eggs until they hatch.
DESCRIPTION The mountain madtom is a small catfish with an almost square tail. Their adipose fin is not attached to the tail. There is some pigment on the adipose fin, but it is relatively clear with no distinct dark saddle-like marking on top of the fin. They differ from the very similar Northern madtom in not having a distinct dark vertical bar or crescent in the center of the tail. Mountains are often more uniformly colored with less distinct dark saddles over the back than Northern or brindled madtoms. This species has some dark pigment in the dorsal fin, but it does not extend to the top edge of the fin as it does on brindled madtoms. Body color can be various shades of brown or tan, often with some darker brown speckling on the sides. The belly is white or cream-colored, and the rear edge of the pectoral spines is deeply serrated.

HABITAT AND HABITS The mountain madtom occurs in deep swift riffles of large rivers, usually in and around cobbles and boulders. In Ohio this species had been reduced to a few remnant populations, but improvements in water quality appear to be allowing populations to expand. Relatively large populations now occur in parts of the Little Miami, Muskingum, Walhonding, and Tuscarawas rivers.

REPRODUCTION The mountain madtom spawns in early summer under large rocks in riffles. The male guards the eggs until they hatch.
**DESCRIPTION** The yellow bullhead has a moderately serrated rear edge to the pectoral spines and a rounded tail. They have a unicolored body that ranges from dark brown to golden-yellow, with a white or yellow belly. The anal fin (25-28 rays) is significantly longer than the black or brown bullhead. The base of the four chin barbels are often entirely white, but can be yellow.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The yellow bullhead is most common in small streams or shallow ponds and lakes with clear water and dense aquatic vegetation. They are most common in the western part of Ohio, but occur statewide. Yellow bullheads can hybridize with black and brown bullheads, but rarely do so.

**REPRODUCTION** Bullheads build nests in natural cavities or make saucer-shaped depressions near submerged cover such as tree roots or sunken logs. Females usually deposit between 300 to 10,000 eggs in the nest. At least one of the parents remains to fan and guard the nest. After hatching, the young swim around in a dense cluster and are guarded by the male for several weeks.
The blackstripe topminnow is a small fish that is often seen swimming just under the water’s surface. They can be identified from a distance by the bright gold spot on the top of the rather flat head. There is a dark stripe starting on the lips which runs through the eye and all the way to the tail. This stripe is straight on females, but has jagged edges on males, which often makes it appear to be comprised of many small thin vertical bars. They have small dark spots on their dorsal, anal, and tail fins which are more distinct on males. Also, the dorsal and anal fins are short and rounded on females and long and pointed on males.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Blackstripe topminnows are found in sluggish sections of streams, often near aquatic vegetation. They can also be found in permanent wetlands and lakes. The size of the stream or water body is less important than the presence of shallow slack water areas with some vegetation. They are abundant in the western half of the state.

**REPRODUCTION** Blackstripe topminnows lay their adhesive eggs on vegetation throughout the summer months. They will spawn multiple times and do not provide any care for the eggs or young.
The grass pickerel, like other pike species, has a long tubular body. There is a dark teardrop under the eye and a pale stripe against a darker background down the center of the back, and a pattern of blotches or vertical lines on the sides. Grass pickerel can be distinguished from Northern pike or muskelunge by the lack of spots or dark markings on the fins. Chain pickerel differ by having a chain-like pattern of large oblong spots on the sides, a more deeply forked tail, and a longer snout.

Grass pickerel are most common in clear waters with an abundance of dense aquatic vegetation. They can be found in sluggish streams, permanent wetlands, and natural lakes. Grass pickerel are intolerant of turbidity and areas that have been extensively channelized or ditched for drainage purposes.

Grass pickerel spawn in the spring when water temperatures range from 43 to 53 degrees F. They migrate upstream, sometimes for long distances, in search of shallow backwaters with dense vegetation. Females scatter their eggs over vegetation and neither sex provides any parental care for the young. The young feed on insect larvae and other aquatic invertebrates until they are large enough to switch over to feeding on small fish. This usually occurs in early June when they reach a length of about two inches.
The central mudminnow is a small fish with a rounded tail. The dorsal, anal, and pelvic fins are all positioned toward the rear of the body, which is mottled with various shades of brown. There is a dark vertical bar just in front of the base of the tail, and the belly is dirty cream, light brown, or yellow. Breeding males have a vivid white or blue sheen to the anal and pelvic fins. Central mudminnows have no spines in any of their fins and they have no lateral line. Additionally they have scales on their head and gill covers. The closest relatives to the mudminnows are the pikes; as a result mudminnows are sometimes referred to as “pygmy pike”.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Central mudminnows are found in swamps, marshes, bogs, and slow moving streams. These areas must have an abundance of aquatic vegetation and a soft bottom composed of dark organic muck and debris free of yellow clay and silt. In these areas central mudminnows burrow into the bottom tail first. They lie in wait watching for insect larvae or other small aquatic invertebrates to swim past, which they ambush and capture. Central mudminnows are often found in areas where no other fish can survive because of their ability to breathe air and burrow into the mud to survive dry spells. They are primarily found in the northern part of Ohio, but some isolated populations do exist in southern Ohio.

**REPRODUCTION** Central mudminnows spawn from late March to early April. Details of spawning are unclear, but some sources suggest that both parents guard a nest site in or near vegetation.
DESCRIPTION Brook trout have a typical trout-shaped body with an adipose fin between the dorsal and tail fin. A distinguishing characteristic is the white leading edge on the pectoral, pelvic, and anal fins. The rest of the fins are yellowish or reddish. Additionally, the back is heavily covered with vermiculation or ‘wormy’ marks. There are no black or brown spots on the head, back or caudal fin.

HABITAT & HABITS The brook trout is the only trout native to the inland waters of Ohio. In the mid-1800s it was found in the northeastern portion of the state in the Chagrin River and in a small creek in Ashtabula County. It was thought that the native populations had died out, but in 1972 they were found in two small streams. These two populations were then proven to be native stock by genetic testing in 1993. Then in 1997 a reintroduction program began which resulted in the establishment of 10 reproducing populations in northeast Ohio.

REPRODUCTION Brook trout usually spawn between September and December. Females lay several thousand eggs in the gravel of cold water streams. After hatching, brook trout feed on insect larvae and other aquatic invertebrates. Brook trout become sexually mature at age one and generally do not live past age four.
DESCRIPTION: Trout-perch, as the name suggests, exhibit characteristics of both trout and perch. It is the only Ohio species of fish with an adipose fin like a trout and rough scales like a perch. There is a row of spots down the center of the back and a row along each side. There are additional spots scattered on the upper sides between these two rows. The upper sides and back are straw-yellow, and there is normally a silvery streak down the sides. The belly is white or cream-colored.

HABITAT AND HABITS: Trout-perch are almost always found in areas with a sandy bottom. They are common in Lake Erie and the lower sections of its larger tributaries. They can also be found in large sluggish pools of streams and rivers elsewhere in the state. They are most common in southeast Ohio and are absent from the northwest part of the state, except in lower reaches of Lake Erie tributaries such as the Maumee River. Trout-perch tend to stay in deeper water during the day and move into shallows at night to feed.

REPRODUCTION: Spawning occurs between May and August over sand and fine gravel substrates.
**DESCRIPTION**  Brook silversides are long, slender, and translucent. The head is long and flattened above with an elongate snout that forms a pointed beak. These features make them well-adapted to feeding just under the surface. There are two dorsal fins positioned above a long anal fin, which is unique among Ohio fishes. Their overall coloration is pale green, sometimes olive, with a transparent body and a silvery lateral stripe along the sides.

**HABITAT & HABITS**  The brook silverside can be found across the state. It prefers clear, vegetated lakes with bottoms comprised of clean sand, gravel or organic muck. Stream populations are usually found in slow-moving clear streams that have some aquatic vegetation. They are not tolerant of turbid waters.

**REPRODUCTION**  Brook silverside spawn during the spring and early summer in and around vegetation, or in streams over clean gravel in moderate current. Each egg has an adhesive filament that functions as an anchoring device. Young silversides grow rapidly, attaining their maximum length in the first year.
This species is easily identified by four to six completely separated dorsal spines. This is the only fish in Ohio with separated dorsal spines. Each pectoral fin also has a sharp stout spine. In addition, it is a small fish and has no scales.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The brook stickleback is found in small streams in northeast Ohio and the Mad River system. They prefer cold clear water with submerged vegetation. This species is tolerant of high alkalinity and acidic water, but is very intolerant of turbid water.

**REPRODUCTION** Brook stickleback spawn from late April to mid-June when water temperatures range from 40 to 70°F⁰. The males select and defend territories in which to build their nests, which are constructed of pieces of dead vegetation and leaf litter. Females then lay up to 250 adhesive eggs. Sticklebacks usually become sexually mature at one year, and most do not live past their second year.
DESCRIPTION The mottled sculpin and other sculpin species have no scales. Their eyes are positioned on top of the rather large head, and they have a relatively large mouth. The second dorsal fin and anal fin are rather long, and the pectoral fins are large and fanlike. Mottled sculpins have three to four dark saddles straddling the back and extending down the sides. They have a single straight spine just in front of the gill opening on either side of the head, and an incomplete lateral line. As the name suggests, this species has a mottled pattern of brown, gray, and black, with a lighter cream belly. There is also a dark vertical bar at the base of the tail. Breeding males usually have a bright orange band on the outer edge of their small rounded first dorsal fin. There are two subspecies of mottled sculpin in Ohio: the Northern (Cottus b. bairdii) and Great Lakes (C. b. kumlienii). The Great Lakes subspecies has less distinct markings and a shorter lateral line, and is only found in the deeper eastern waters of Lake Erie. Mottled sculpins differ from the closely related spoonhead sculpin by having an incomplete lateral line and straight spines on the sides of the head.

HABITAT & HABITS Mottled sculpins are found in small cool streams and also have a preference for relatively clear waters. They do not require water as cold as trout do, but don’t tolerate the warmer temperatures found in larger streams in Ohio. This species is well distributed throughout the state, but are uncommon in the northwest part of Ohio.

REPRODUCTION Mottled sculpins spawn in early spring. Females deposit a mass of approximately 200 eggs on the underside of a flat rock. Males guard the spawning site for the three to four weeks it takes for the eggs to hatch. Soon after hatching the young disperse and no further parental care is given.
DESCRIPTION  Rock bass are not as deep-bodied as bluegill or redear sunfishes, but are deeper-bodied than largemouth or smallmouth bass. This species can change its overall coloration from light to dark very quickly to blend in with their surroundings. They can range from light silver with rows of dark spots along their body to very dark with large dark blotches. Rock bass also have a very large mouth and red eyes. They are most similar to warmouth sunfish, which have three anal spines – rock bass have six. Rock bass have a dark teardrop under the eye and a black margin to the fins. Warmouth lack the teardrop and have a light margin to the fins that can be white, orange, yellow or red.

HABITAT & HABITS  Rock bass prefer clear streams and rivers with a rocky bottom. They often hide near large boulders, rock piles, or tree roots. Also look for them near steep drop-offs at the edge of deep pools. They are rarely found in Ohio reservoirs, and when they are present only small populations are found along steep rocky shorelines in some of the largest reservoirs. The warmouth sunfish can be found more frequently in smaller lakes and reservoirs, usually associated with brush piles or dense rooted aquatic vegetation. Rock bass are also common in Lake Erie, especially around the islands and other rocky areas of the Western Basin.

REPRODUCTION  Male rock bass build nests over gravel substrate in a slight current, frequently next to a large boulder. Females then deposit up to 10,000 eggs in a nest, often with more than one female using the same nest. Males remain over the nest to fan the eggs and maintain water flow over the eggs until they hatch in three to four days. Rock bass typically reach maturity in three years.
DESCRIPTION  Smallmouth bass have a fairly large mouth that extends to the eye, but not beyond it when the mouth is closed. This characteristic distinguishes it from the largemouth bass, in which the back of the mouth does extend past the eye. Young smallmouth and spotted bass have orange in the center of the tail; juvenile largemouth bass do not. The smallmouth bass has dark vertical bars along its side with a brown or bronze background.

HABITAT & HABITS  Smallmouth bass thrive in streams with gravel or rock bottoms with a visible current. They outnumber largemouth bass in most streams and rivers in Ohio. In southern Ohio, smallmouth are less frequent than spotted bass in some of the largest rivers such as the Muskingum, Scioto, and Ohio. Smallmouth bass are common in Lake Erie, especially around the islands and reefs of the Western Basin and along rocky shorelines. In the Ohio River, they are most common in tail waters of the locks and dams where there is swift flow and rocky shorelines. They can also be found in some of Ohio’s reservoirs, especially those with steep drop-offs and rocky shorelines. Smallmouth bass do poorly in smaller lakes and reservoirs that are shallow with soft substrates, and abundant aquatic vegetation.

REPRODUCTION  Spawning occurs in May and early June when water temperatures range from 55 to 65°F. Nests are built in gravelly or rocky substrates in 2 to 20 feet of water. The female lays between 2,000 to 15,000 eggs. The male guards the nest and the fry for a short time. Young smallmouth feed on zooplankton and midge larvae.
DESCRIPTION Spotted bass have a fairly large mouth that extends to the eye, but not beyond its rear edge when the mouth is closed. This characteristic distinguishes it from the largemouth bass, in which the back of the mouth does extend past the eye. Spotted bass also have a rough patch of small teeth on the center of their tongue; largemouth bass lack this feature. Young spotted and smallmouth bass have an orange patch in the center of their tail; juvenile largemouth bass do not. Spotted bass are similar in coloration to largemouths, and both have a black stripe that extends laterally down the side of the body rather than the vertical bars of a smallmouth bass. Spotted and largemouth bass are also lighter in color than smallmouth bass with more of a green or silvery background color rather than bronze or brown. There are rows of spots on the lower sides below the dark lateral stripe; these are faint or absent on largemouth bass.

HABITAT & HABITS Spotted bass are native to the Ohio River drainage, but not the Lake Erie drainage in Ohio. Their preferred habitat is long deep pools of medium to large streams and rivers. They avoid the shallow, heavily vegetated sluggish waters preferred by largemouth bass, and the swift rocky waters preferred by smallmouth bass. They are most common in the Ohio River and some of its larger tributaries such as the Scioto, Muskingum, and Hocking rivers. They are also found in some of the larger southern Ohio reservoirs such as East Fork and Caesar Creek. In reservoirs spotted bass are typically found near steep drop-offs along shorelines.

REPRODUCTION Spotted bass spawn between mid-April and mid-June. The males construct nests over rocky or gravely substrate near cover. They will spawn in deeper water than largemouth and smallmouth bass, sometimes at depths of up to 40 feet. Females lay between 1,100 and 47,000 eggs. Males guard the eggs and fry for a short time after they hatch.
DESCRIPTION The orangespotted sunfish is a small fish, rarely caught on hook and line. They have an intermediate-sized mouth that extends to the front edge of the eye, but not much beyond that point. The short rounded pectoral fins and black opercles (ear flap) are outlined in white. The male has orange dorsal, anal and pelvic fins and the anal and pelvics are usually outlined in black. Males have metallic blue sides with orange spots scattered across the sides and cheeks. They also often have three to six silvery vertical bars, usually with a purple sheen. Males have an orange belly and red-orange eyes. Female orangespotted sunfish are much duller. Their belly and pelvic fins are white or cream colored. The rear edge of the soft part of the dorsal fin usually has a few small dark spots. The rest of the dorsal and all other fins are clear, and their sides are silvery, often with a purple sheen. Instead of orange spots they have rusty brown spots scattered across the sides and cheeks.

HABITAT & HABITS The range of the orangespotted sunfish has been gradually expanding eastward since the early 1900s when it was first found in Ohio. Since that time they have expanded from the western edge of Ohio across the entire state. The orangespotted sunfish has a preference for turbid water and is most abundant in large muddy rivers and reservoirs. Streams and rivers that contain orangespotted sunfish populations typically are very sluggish (low gradient) systems.

REPRODUCTION Like most species of sunfish, male orangespots build a nest in shallow water. Spawning takes place from early June to early August and the male guards the eggs and young until they leave the nest. Orangespotted sunfish often mature in one year.
Longear sunfish are deep, slab-sided fish with a small mouth. They get their name from their long ear flap, or opercle, which is mostly black with a white margin. There are two subspecies found in Ohio, the Northern longear sunfish and the Central longear sunfish. The opercle of the Central longear usually runs parallel to the body and may have several small red spots in the white margin. The opercle of the Northern longear is smaller and often points backward at an upward angle rather than being parallel. Northern longears also have a large red spot at the back edge of the opercle. Longear sunfish have blue wavy lines running from the mouth to the rear edge of the gill cover. The back is olive-green with blue-green specks on the side, and the belly is orange, red or yellow. Breeding males are brilliantly colored with the red and blue coloration on their face and body becoming more intense during this period. Females are less intensely colored and do not have as long of an opercle as males. The pumpkinseed sunfish has a similar body shape and coloration, but never has a long opercle flap and is typically found in lakes rather than streams like the longear sunfish.

HABITAT & HABITS Longears favor slow to moderate streams of medium size with clean gravel substrate. They spend most of their time in pools near beds of aquatic vegetation, or other forms of cover such as roots, brush piles, and cut banks. Central longear are found primarily in the southwest portion of the state and are common in the Scioto, Little Miami, and Great Miami river systems. Northern longear are only found in the Lake Erie drainage, in parts of the Maumee, Sandusky, and Grand river systems.

REPRODUCTION Longear sunfish spawn in groups, but do not form large colonies like bluegill. Males select a spawning site in shallow water and build a nest on gravel substrate, usually near cover. They spawn multiple times once the water temperature reaches the low 70s, between mid-May and mid-August. A single large female can lay over 22,000 eggs. Males aggressively guard the nest and eggs until shortly after hatching. Longear sunfish take tow to three years to mature.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (Northern female) Uland Thomas • (Central female / Northern male / Central male) Brian Zimmerman
DESCRIPTION Green sunfish have a moderately compressed body, but are not as deep-bodied as bluegill and other sunfish species. They have a large mouth and the upper jaw extends back to the middle of the eye. The pectoral fins are short and rounded. Green sunfish have a dark olive-green body with iridescent blue lines on the cheek. They also have rows of small iridescent blue speckles on the body. All of the fins, except the pectoral fins, have an orange, yellow, or white outline. They often have a black spot near the back of the dorsal and anal fins where they attach to the body. The opercle (ear flap) is black and sometimes has a thin white to yellow-orange margin.

HABITAT & HABITS Green sunfish are native to Ohio and are found throughout the state. They are very tolerant of poor water quality and are often the only sunfish found in muddy waters. They do have a strong preference for structure such as rocks, logs, or brush piles. They are often the only sunfish found in very small streams. Both green sunfish and bluegill readily hybridize with other species of sunfish, most often each other. Hybrids between other sunfish species are relatively rare.

REPRODUCTION Green sunfish are communal spawners with males constructing nests in shallow water from mid-May to August. The female lays between 2,000 to 26,000 eggs. Males defend the nest for the three to five days it takes the eggs to hatch, and then will try to entice another female to deposit a new batch of eggs in the nest. Green sunfish tend to spawn in shallower water, and dig deeper nests than bluegill. Male green sunfish can sometimes be found trapped in their nest if there is a sudden drop in water level, as they often build their nests very close to shore.
**DESCRIPTION** The Eastern sand darter is a long narrow fish. They have a distinct row of 12-16 dusky spots down the center of the back, which split into two rows along the dorsal fins. There is also a row of 9-14 oblong dusky spots along the sides. Sand darters are light yellow or tan on the back with lighter white or silvery sides and belly. They have no scales on the lower half of their sides and belly. This species has an over all translucent appearance, and there are no obvious differences in coloration between males, females, and young.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The Eastern sand darter is found in sluggish sections of streams and rivers where the bottom is composed of clean sand. They are intolerant of silt or mud covering the substrate and often disappear from streams where excessive siltation is a problem. Sand darters spend much time buried in the sand with only the tip of the snout and eyes exposed. From hiding, they watch for passing prey and quickly dart out, grab the food, and then burrow back into the sand. This species is found in both the Lake Erie and Ohio River drainage. They are most abundant in medium to large streams that stay relatively clear and have an abundance of clean silt-free sand.

**REPRODUCTION** Eastern sand darters spawn later in the year than many darter species. Gravid females can sometimes be found as late as August. Spawning more typically occurs in June or early July. The fish bury their eggs in sand and no further parental care is given.

**FAMILY** Percidae (Perches and darters)

**EASTERN SAND DARTER**

*Ammocrypta pellucida* • Am-oh-crip-ta pel-oo-sid-ah

**ALIAS** None

**STATUS** Species of concern

**LENGTH** Avg. 2-3” (Max. 3.5”)

**FOOD** Midge larvae and other aquatic invertebrates

© PHOTO CREDIT: Ulrand Thomas
Johnny darters can be identified by the series of black “w” or “x” shapes scattered across their sides. Some of these marks form a line, giving the appearance of a broken lateral stripe. Another key feature is the lack of bright coloration. They have many dark speckles on both dorsal fins and the tail, and the snout does not project beyond the upper jaw. Breeding males can have a blackish head, fins, and several black bars along the sides. Johnny darters are similar in appearance to greenside and channel darters. Greenside darters typically have bright green on their sides, a red band on the first dorsal fin, and their snout overhangs the upper jaw. The channel darter is only found in very large rivers and has a dashed stripe along the lateral line formed by oblong-shaped markings.

HABITAT & HABITS Johnny darters inhabit streams and rivers of all sizes, and frequent pools and other slackwater habitats over sand and gravel substrates. They are also one of two darter species often found in Ohio’s reservoirs - the other is the logperch darter. In reservoirs they are usually found in proximity to sandy beaches.

REPRODUCTION Johnny darters spawn on the underside of flat rocks in the spring. Males prepare a nest site and females lay 30-100 eggs. Several females may spawn in the nest of a single male. The male then stays to guard the eggs until they hatch.
Fantail darters are long and slender-bodied with a rounded tail. The mouth is terminal and the snout is pointed. There are no bright colors on the body, only shades of brown. Fantails have 10-15 dark vertical bars along their sides which usually extend up over the back. They also have many small dark spots on their second dorsal and tail fins that form wavy lines, and a faint teardrop under the eye. Breeding males develop light-colored round knobs on the tips of the spines of the first dorsal fin. It is thought that these knobs mimic eggs, to make it appear that a male already has eggs in his nest to encourage females to lay more eggs. The vertical bars on breeding males are often very dark and distinct. Breeding males often develop a very dark head.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Fantail darters are well distributed throughout Ohio. They are most abundant in small to medium streams approximately 20-40 feet wide. Fantails prefer slower riffles or pools, where they lurk under flat slabs of rock. This species is rather tolerant of pollution and turbid waters, and is usually the last darter species to disappear from badly polluted streams.

**REPRODUCTION** Fantail darters spawn on the underside of flat rocks in the spring. Males prepare a nest site and females lay their eggs on the roof of the small cave under the rock the male has selected. Several females may spawn in the nest site of a single male. The male then guards the eggs until they hatch.

**DESCRIPTION** Fantail darters are long and slender-bodied with a rounded tail. The mouth is terminal and the snout is pointed. There are no bright colors on the body, only shades of brown. Fantails have 10-15 dark vertical bars along their sides which usually extend up over the back. They also have many small dark spots on their second dorsal and tail fins that form wavy lines, and a faint teardrop under the eye. Breeding males develop light-colored round knobs on the tips of the spines of the first dorsal fin. It is thought that these knobs mimic eggs, to make it appear that a male already has eggs in his nest to encourage females to lay more eggs. The vertical bars on breeding males are often very dark and distinct. Breeding males often develop a very dark head.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Fantail darters are well distributed throughout Ohio. They are most abundant in small to medium streams approximately 20-40 feet wide. Fantails prefer slower riffles or pools, where they lurk under flat slabs of rock. This species is rather tolerant of pollution and turbid waters, and is usually the last darter species to disappear from badly polluted streams.

**REPRODUCTION** Fantail darters spawn on the underside of flat rocks in the spring. Males prepare a nest site and females lay their eggs on the roof of the small cave under the rock the male has selected. Several females may spawn in the nest site of a single male. The male then guards the eggs until they hatch.

**DESCRIPTION** Fantail darters are long and slender-bodied with a rounded tail. The mouth is terminal and the snout is pointed. There are no bright colors on the body, only shades of brown. Fantails have 10-15 dark vertical bars along their sides which usually extend up over the back. They also have many small dark spots on their second dorsal and tail fins that form wavy lines, and a faint teardrop under the eye. Breeding males develop light-colored round knobs on the tips of the spines of the first dorsal fin. It is thought that these knobs mimic eggs, to make it appear that a male already has eggs in his nest to encourage females to lay more eggs. The vertical bars on breeding males are often very dark and distinct. Breeding males often develop a very dark head.

**HABITAT & HABITS** Fantail darters are well distributed throughout Ohio. They are most abundant in small to medium streams approximately 20-40 feet wide. Fantails prefer slower riffles or pools, where they lurk under flat slabs of rock. This species is rather tolerant of pollution and turbid waters, and is usually the last darter species to disappear from badly polluted streams.

**REPRODUCTION** Fantail darters spawn on the underside of flat rocks in the spring. Males prepare a nest site and females lay their eggs on the roof of the small cave under the rock the male has selected. Several females may spawn in the nest site of a single male. The male then guards the eggs until they hatch.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Uland Thomas  •  (female) Uland Thomas
DESCRIPTION The banded darter is rather short and stubby. The similar greenside darter has a longer, more slender body shape. Banded darters have a rusty red band at the base of the first dorsal fin, and many small spots that often form rows on the second dorsal fin and tail. There are four to seven darker saddle markings straddling the back and a distinct dark teardrop marking under the eye. Breeding males have 8-13 bright green narrow vertical bands running from the head to the base of the tail. Male greensides have four to seven similar bands that are much thicker, and typically more distinct on the rear half of their body. The rusty band on the first dorsal fin of breeding male banded darters is bright brick red. Female bandeds also have green bands, but they are faint compared to those of a male. The young lack green bands, but the four to seven saddles on their back and teardrop under the eye are distinctive.

HABITAT & HABITS Banded darters are diverse in habitat choices, occupying small creeks to large rivers. They are most abundant in swift riffles of medium-sized streams where the rocks are covered with filamentous algae. Banded darters are one of the most common darter species found in Ohio. However, they are only found in the Ohio River drainage and are absent from streams that drain into Lake Erie.

REPRODUCTION Banded darters spawn from mid-April to mid-May. The adhesive eggs are attached to filamentous algae and aquatic mosses that grow on the surface of rocks. Once the eggs are laid the male guards the area for a short time, but provides no further parental care for the young.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Uland Thomas • (female) Uland Thomas
DESCRIPTION Greenside darters have a blunt rounded snout that sometimes protrudes beyond the tip of the upper lip. The mouth is very small and subterminal. This species is rather long and slender, with large rounded pectoral fins. Females, juveniles, and non-breeding males have 4-10 “v” or “w” shaped marks along their sides. On breeding males, these marks become dark green bands. The fins and head can also be bright green and there is a red band along the base of the first dorsal fin. Greenside darters closely resemble banded and Johnny darters. Banded darters have a similar color pattern, but are not as long and slender, only reach a maximum of three inches, and do not have a bluntly rounded snout that overhangs the upper jaw. Johnny darters, even when in breeding condition, have no bright colors on the body and are smaller than greensides.

HABITAT & HABITS Greenside darters are found throughout Ohio, in both the Lake Erie and Ohio River drainages. They are found in medium to large streams and were common around the Lake Erie Islands before the invasion of round gobies. When breeding, greenside darters use fast deep riffles. The rest of the year they prefer slower water, even pools, especially near emergent vegetation such as water-willow or lizard’s-tail.

REPRODUCTION Adults spawn in deep fast riffles in April when water temperatures are between 55 and 65 degrees F. The eggs are attached to strands of filamentous algae and aquatic moss. The male then defends the area where the eggs were laid, but does not provide any care for the young after hatching. Young greenside darters spend much of their time in shallow water with a sandy substrate, often in or around emergent vegetation.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Uland Thomas • (female) Uland Thomas
DESCRIPTION The variegate darter is a relatively large darter species. Markings include a red-orange band on the outer edge of the first dorsal fin. This is followed by a clear space, then a blue-green band, another clear space, and lastly a rusty red-brown band at the base of the fin. There are scattered red spots on the second dorsal fin, pectoral fins and tail which often form rows. The very large pectoral fins are used to prop the fish in place on the bottom of the stream in fast riffles. Variegate darters have four to six dark saddles that straddle the back. Typically three or four of these saddles are very dark and clearly visible. Breeding males have a large bright red-orange patch on their sides. There are also alternating wide blue-green and thin blotchy red-orange vertical bars between the red-orange patch and the tail. Male variegates have a blue-green anal fin. Females are less brightly colored, but do have faint blue-green and red-orange alternating bars on the back half of the body.

HABITAT & HABITS Variegate darters occur in medium to large streams and rivers. They occupy swift riffles with gravel, cobble, or boulders on the stream bottom. This species typically inhabits the fastest section of a riffle. Variegates are found in the Ohio River basin only and are well distributed in most of the major river systems in that drainage. This fish is an indicator of good water quality and is most abundant in high quality streams such as the Kokosing and Little Miami rivers, and Big Darby Creek.

REPRODUCTION Spawning occurs from mid-April to mid-May. Females lay eggs in riffles, burying them in sand or gravel. They provide no further parental care for the eggs or young.
Tippecanoe darters are tiny; adults never reach a length of more than two inches, and are usually 1.5 inches or less. This species has two distinctive light spots on the base of the tail that are close together, creating an hour-glass shaped marking. Just in front of these light spots is a dark vertical bar that is also often broken into two spots, the lower one being larger than the one above it. Male Tippecanoe darters are golden-brown body overall, and often have multiple dark vertical bars along the sides which are most visible near the tail. The lower sides and throat are bright orange, and the breast is blue or black. All fins are outlined with a wide golden-orange margin. The webbing between the first two to three spines of their first dorsal fin is darkly pigmented near the base of the fin, forming a dark blotch. The center portion of the pelvic fins is blue-black. Female Tippecanoe darters have an overall brown coloration with a light cream belly. Females also have dark vertical bars on their sides that are most visible near the tail, but they are usually less distinct than those on a male. Females have fins that are clear with many dark spots that often form rows.

**HABITAT & HABITS**
The Tippecanoe darter is found in medium to large streams and rivers in the Ohio River drainage. They occur in riffles of moderate current with a substrate of gravel and small cobble-sized rocks. Most of their time is spent in crevices between rocks, and because of their small size Tippecanoe darters are often difficult to find. Tippecanoe darters historically occupied the Walhonding River and the lower Muskingum River of the Muskingum drainage, and the Olentangy River, Big Walnut Creek, Big Darby Creek, and Deer Creek of the Scioto River drainage. Since the early 1980s this species has made an impressive expansion in the Scioto River drainage. They can now be found in nearly every major tributary of the Scioto River, and the main stem of the Scioto River from Columbus to the Ohio River. Unfortunately, Tippecanoe darters appear to have been extirpated from the Muskingum River drainage, with the exception of a small population in the lower reaches of the Muskingum River. Numerous dams probably prevent further upstream expansion in the Muskingum River.

**REPRODUCTION**
Tippecanoe darters spawn later in the summer than most species of darters. It is not uncommon to find gravid females into August. Most spawning probably occurs from late June through early August. Males guard small territories, usually in 6-12 inches of water, near the ends of riffles. Eggs are guarded by the male until they hatch. No further parental care is given after the eggs hatch.
The bluebreast darter has a blunt snout and 7-10 dark saddles straddling the back. The narrow spaces between these saddles are much lighter than the rest of the fish. There are 8-12 vague vertical bars along their side, which are most visible near the tail. Bluebreasts also have many thin horizontal stripes along the sides. The outer edge of the fins is dark-margined, followed by a thin white line just inside this margin. The first dorsal fin is marked with a dark blotch near the base of the fin, on the webbing between the first two to three spines. The closely related spotted darter lacks the dark fin margins, has a point-
ed snout, and smaller eyes. Male bluebreasts have numerous small round red spots scattered along the sides. They also have an orange patch on the lower sides and a blue throat and breast. Females lack red spots and an orange patch. The blue throat and breast are also absent or much less vividly colored. Additionally, females have dark spots along the sides that are less numerous and uniform in shape, and larger than the red spots of the males.

**Habitat & Habits** Bluebreast darters occur in medium to large streams and rivers, but only in the Ohio River drainage. At one time they had become quite rare in the state and were only found in limited portions of the Muskingum and Scioto river drainages. Fortunately, as a result of improved water quality, the bluebreast darter has made an impressive recovery. They can now be found in every major tributary of the Scioto River from Columbus to the Ohio River. They have also made a similar expansion in the Muskingum River drainage.

**Reproduction** Bluebreast darters spawn in June and July. Females bury their eggs in gravel in fast riffles. Males guard a small territory around the spawning site until the eggs hatch, after which no further parental care is provided.
DESCRIPTION The spotted darter has a sharply pointed snout and a rounded tail. They are typically dark brown with a series of 7-10 dark saddles crossing the back. The narrow spaces between these saddles are much lighter than the rest of the fish. There are many narrow dark stripes running horizontally along the sides which are most visible near the tail. The outer edge of all fins is light-colored with no dark margins. The closely related bluebreast darter has distinct dark outer margins on all fins, a larger eye, and a blunt, rounded snout. Male spotted darters have many small round bright red spots on the sides of the body that are uniform in size and shape. All of their fins are light yellow or brown, with dark spots on both dorsal, tail, and anal fins. Female spotted darters often have faint dusky vertical bands on the back half of the sides and a teardrop under the eye.

HABITAT & HABITS Spotted darters occur in medium-sized rivers and streams. They typically occupy areas of swift current at the end of a riffle where there are many very large boulders or flat slabs of rock. Most of their time is spent hiding under the upstream edge of large rocks, watching for prey. In Ohio, the spotted darter was historically found in parts of the Mahoning, Muskingum, and Scioto river drainages. Today they are still found in sections of Big Darby Creek, Paint Creek, and Little Walnut Creek of the Scioto River drainage. They are also found in limited areas of the Kokosing and Walhonding rivers of the Muskingum River drainage. No spotted darters have been found in the Mahoning River drainage since the 1850s. This species is an indicator of very high quality streams.

REPRODUCTION Spotted darters spawn in June and July. Males guard territories underneath the upstream edge of large rocks. Females lay adhesive eggs on the underside of these rocks. Males will often mate with multiple females, and guard the eggs until they hatch. After the eggs hatch no further parental care is given.
DESCRIPTION Orangethroat darters have five to seven vertical bars on the rear half of their sides. These bars do not go all the way up and over their back like those of the very similar rainbow darter. The bars are blue on males and dark brown on females. Additionally, orangethroats have blotchy horizontal lines along the sides, just behind the gills. These lines are more prominent on females. There is also a distinct teardrop marking under the eye which is blue and sometimes blurred on males, and dark brown to black on females. The anal fin has no red or orange like that of the rainbow darter. Instead, it is clear on females and blue on males. Male orangethroats have an orange throat and belly, the spaces between the vertical bars are flushed with red or orange, and there is red and blue on the two dorsal fins.

HABITAT & HABITS This is a species of small headwater streams that are usually less than 10 feet wide. Orangethroat darters are typically found in slow riffles with fine gravel or coarse sand substrates. The distribution of this species has changed little over time. They are found primarily in the western half of the state.

REPRODUCTION Orangethroat darters breed in shallow riffles from mid-April to mid-May. Females deposit three to seven eggs in the substrate and males fertilize them. This can be repeated many times over several days.

© PHOTO CREDIT: (male) Uland Thomas • (female) Uland Thomas
Rainbow Darters have 8-13 vertical bands along the side of the body. These bands are blue on males and brown on females and young. Males lack a teardrop-shaped marking under the eye; females may have a poorly defined teardrop. The anal fin of males has some red or orange in the center surrounded by blue. The blue on the body intensifies on breeding males, and some individuals can look almost black. Rainbow darters are most similar to orangethroat darters. Both male and female orangethroats have a well-defined teardrop under the eye, and males have a solid blue anal fin with no red or orange as in the rainbow darter.

**HABITAT & HABITS** This species prefers riffles of moderate gradients composed primarily of gravel and small cobble. They are most abundant in small to medium (20-60 ft. wide) streams. Rainbow darters are not usually found in very small headwater streams, and small numbers do occur in even the largest rivers. This is one of the most widespread darter species and can be found statewide.

**REPRODUCTION** Breeding takes place in riffles from mid-April to mid-May. Females deposit three to seven eggs in the gravel and the male fertilizes them. This may be repeated many times over several days during the breeding season. A single female can lay about 800 eggs in one season.
DESCRIPTION
Blackside darters have a series of black blotches down the sides that often form a lateral stripe. Their blotches are never taller than they are wide. This species differs from the very similar dusky and longhead darters in having a dark blotch on the front lower portion of the first dorsal fin. Blackside darters have a prominent teardrop marking under the eye and a dark blotch in the center at the base of the tail. Blacksides always lack bright colors on their body.

HABITAT & HABITS
Blackside darters are found throughout Ohio, and occur in all drainages. They are typically found in medium-sized streams, and prefer areas with sluggish current and an abundance of brush, roots or other woody debris. Blacksides prefer slightly shallower and slower moving water than the dusky darter.

REPRODUCTION
Blackside darters spawn in spring. They lay their eggs in riffles, burying them in sand or gravel. They provide no further parental care for the eggs or young.

ALIAS
None

STATUS
Common

LENGTH
Avg. 2-3” (Max. 4”)

FOOD
Insect larvae, crustaceans, and other aquatic invertebrates

FAMILY
Percidae (Perches and darters)

BLACKSIDE DARTER
Percina maculata • Per-sy-na mak-u-late-ah

PHOTO CREDIT: Brian Zimmerman
FAMILY  Percidae (Perches and darters)

DUSKY DARTER  *Percina sciera*  •  Per-sy-na scler-ah

**DESCRIPTION** The dusky darter is one of Ohio’s larger species of darters. A series of dark blotches down the sides often forms a line in females or young. Large males can be very dark, and the blotches on their sides form dark vertical bars that are taller than their width. This species never has bright colors on the body. They differ from the very similar blackside darter in having three dark blotches at the base of the tail placed vertically above one another. The bottom two blotches are often fused together. They also differ from both blackside and longhead darters by lacking a well developed tear drop marking under the eye. The dusky darter has only small dots on their first dorsal and other fins. The blackside darter has a large dark blotch on the front lower portion of the first dorsal fin.

**HABITAT & HABITS** The dusky darter occurs in medium to large streams and rivers. At one time their population had been reduced to three streams in the Scioto River system. Today they are found throughout much of the Ohio River drainage including such river systems as the Muskingum, Scioto, Walhonding, Hocking, and Raccoon Creek. They are also found in the Maumee drainage of northwest Ohio, primarily in the Tiffin and St. Joseph rivers. Dusky darters are found in areas with moderate to swift current near submerged brush, roots or other woody debris, typically in two to four feet of water.

**REPRODUCTION** The dusky darter spawns in spring. They bury their eggs in coarse sand or gravel in riffles and no further parental care is given.

**ALIAS** None

**STATUS** Common

**LENGTH** Avg. 3-4” (Max. 5”)

**FOOD** Insect larvae, crustaceans, and other aquatic invertebrates
DESCRIPTION The logperch darter is pale yellow to olive with numerous, narrow brown vertical bars on the sides. There is usually a dusky bar beneath the eye and a small black spot at the base of the tail fin. They have a small mouth and a very pointed snout. The snout is used to flip over rocks to search for food.

HABITAT & HABITS Logperch frequent sites with considerable sand, gravel or rocky areas in lakes or medium to large streams and rivers. They are one of two darter species that are common in Ohio’s reservoirs; the other is the Johnny darter. Logperch are found throughout the state in both the Lake Erie and Ohio River drainages.

REPRODUCTION Logperch spawn in late spring. Males gather in large schools near sandy substrates while females remain outside the school until they are ready to spawn. When ready, the females swim through the school and at least one male will follow. Both fish will then partially bury themselves in the sand and extrude and fertilize the eggs. About 10 to 20 eggs are released at each spawning, and a female will spawn multiple times. They are capable of laying 1,000 to 3,000 eggs.

ALIAS None
STATUS Common
LENGTH Avg. 3-5" (Max. 7")
FOOD Feed on a wide variety of invertebrates including mayfly, stonefly, and midge larva
DESCRIPTION The slenderhead darter has a pointed snout and long narrow body. There are 14-22 dark blotches down the center of the back. There is also a row of 11-16 blotches along the sides that are taller than wide and connected by a thin lateral stripe. The first dorsal fin has a dark brown band near the base and an orange band near the outer edge. The second dorsal fin and tail have many small spots, often forming rows. The rest of the fins are transparent. Overall body color is light tan with a cream-colored belly. On breeding males the orange band on the dorsal fin is more intensely colored and thicker. Males also can develop a dark dusky coloration to their body which often hides many of the blotches on their back and sides.

HABITAT & HABITS Slenderhead darters are found in areas of moderate current over sand and gravel bottoms. They occur in the larger rivers of southern Ohio including the Scioto, Muskingum, Hocking, Little Miami, and Great Miami rivers.

REPRODUCTION Slenderhead darters spawn between late April and early June. They lay their eggs in riffles, burying them in sand or gravel. They provide no further parental care for the eggs or young.
The sauger is similar in appearance to walleye or the hybrid between the two, the saugeye. This species has many dark spots on the dorsal fin, often forming rows. The first dorsal fin is usually relatively clear and it lacks a large dusky area at the rear base of the fin as in walleye. Overall body coloration is bronze or brown, compared to the usual gray or silver color of a walleye. The sauger has large dark oblong blotches on the sides of the body which are more visible when the fish are sitting still. Sauger lack large white edges to the lower part of their tail and anal fin like a walleye; at best they have a very thin light edge that is often yellowish.

**HABITAT & HABITS**  
Sauger were historically abundant in Lake Erie, the Ohio River and their larger tributaries. Today the sauger is still common in the Ohio River and its larger tributaries upstream to the first dam. In Lake Erie and its tributaries they have become rather rare, but small numbers are still present. Saugers prefer murky rivers or large shallow lakes. They tend to favor more turbid water than walleye, as well as shallower depths.

**REPRODUCTION**  
Sauger spawn in the spring when water temperatures reach the upper 40s. Females lay between 10,000 to 50,000 eggs. The eggs are adhesive and stick to vegetation, sticks, and stones, and hatch in about 10 days. Saugers are migratory and large upstream spawning runs occur in early spring. No parental care is given to the young.
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GLOSSARY

ADIPOSE FIN: Fleshy and soft fin on the back, between the dorsal and caudal fins.

AIR BLADDER: An internal organ that holds air and helps regulate buoyancy.

AMMOCOETE: The larval stage of a lamprey.

ANAL FIN: Stiff fin on underside of fish, just forward of the tail.

BARBEL: A whisker-like projection near the mouth, notable in catfish.

BARS: Vertical line(s) of pigment on the sides of fish.

CARTILAGE: Rigid connective tissue that forms skeletal and other supporting structures.

CAUDAL FIN: The tail fin, or tail.

CHANNELIZE: The process of dredging and ditching free-flowing streams into linear waterways.

COBBLE: A class of rocks, larger than gravel and typically rounded.

CONCAVE: Dish-shaped, or curving inward.

CONVEX: Dome-shaped, or curving outward.

DEEP-BODIED: Refers to fishes that are tall from top to bottom, and typically narrow in width.

DETRITUS: Decaying organic matter, such as leaves, on a stream bottom.
**DORSAL**: Upper surface of a fish.  
**DORSAL FIN**: The fin that is top and center. Often the largest and most conspicuous fin. Can be both a soft and spiny portion or even 2 separate fins on some species such as sunfish or darters.  
**EXTIRPATED**: Locally extinct; gone from a particular region, but still present elsewhere.  
**FALCATE**: Sickle-shaped.  
**GILL**: Respiratory organ that extracts dissolved oxygen from water. Typically located just behind the head on either side of the body.  
**GRADIENT**: Refers to the drop in elevation of a stream, which affects the stream’s flow rate.  
**GRAVID**: Pregnant and distended with eggs or young.  
**HEADWATER STREAM**: The uppermost reaches of a stream, or smallest size class of stream.  
**INVERTEBRATE**: Animals such as insects that lack a backbone.  
**LATERAL LINE**: Series of sensory pores used to detect movement, vibration or even electrical impulses in the surrounding water. Lateral lines are usually visible as faint lines running lengthwise down each side, from the vicinity of just behind the gills to the base of the tail.  
**LATERALLY COMPRESSED**: Thin-bodied or flattened from side to side.  
**MYOMERE**: Zigzag-shaped muscle fibers or segments.  
**OPERCLE**: A flap of hard bony tissue that covers and protects the gills. Appears ear-like in sunfishes.  
**PARASITE**: An organism, such as some lamprey species, that preys on a host organism from which it derives necessary nutrients.  
**PELVIC FIN**: Paired fins near the underside of the body, forward of the anal fin and behind pectoral fins. Can be almost directly below pectoral fins on some species such as sunfish and darters.  
**PELVIC FIN**: Paired fins near the underside of the body, forward of the anal fin and behind pectoral fins.  
**POOL**: Areas of deeper slack water in a stream, typically lying between riffles.  
**RAY**: Bony rod-like supports that brace fin tissue.  
**RIFLE**: Shallow areas of rapid flow, typically with gravelly or rocky bottoms.  
**SADDLE**: Dark markings that cross a fish’s back from side to side, and suggest the appearance of a saddle.  
**SCALE**: Small but highly variable often roundish plates arranged in overlapping rows and serving to protect a fish’s skin. Absent in some fishes; greatly enlarged into armored plates in others.  
**SERRATE**: Sharp-toothed or spiny, as in margins of some fins.  
**SILT**: Fine sediments or soil particles.  
**SLAB-SIDED**: Refers to a fish’s sides when they are flat and tall from top to bottom.  
**SNOUT**: Foremost nose-like structure of a fish that contains the mouth.  
**SPAWNING**: The act of depositing eggs or young; fish eggs are spawn or roe.  
**STRIPE**: Horizontal line(s) of pigment often running from just behind the gills to the base of the tail.  
**SUBSTRATE**: The composition of a stream or lake bottom.  
**SUBTERMINAL MOUTH**: A mouth in which the tip of the snout projects above and beyond the mouth.  
**TERMINAL MOUTH**: A mouth which is located at the extreme tip of the snout.  
**TUBERCLE**: Small warty bumps; often forming on chubs, minnows and some other fishes, especially males, when they enter breeding condition.  
**TURBIDITY**: A condition in which water is clouded by suspended solids or silts.  
**VENTRAL**: The bottom surface of a fish.  
**VERMICULATION**: Squiggly lines of pigment, often wormy in appearance.  
**ZOOPLANKTON**: Tiny animals of great diversity that float freely in water, and are often invisible to the naked eye.
Little Beaver Creek in Columbiana County is one of only two Ohio rivers designated as wild. Extensive forests buffer the stream and keep water quality high.

Little Beaver Creek
Jim McCormac

Forty-seven species of fish call Little Beaver Creek home, including one state record and three new Ohio records. The most notable are the yellow bullhead, rock bass, and smallmouth bass.

To conserve and improve fish and wildlife resources and their habitats for sustainable use and appreciation by all.

The ODNR, Division of Wildlife is the state agency responsible for managing Ohio’s fish and wildlife resources. The primary source of funding for the Division comes from the sale of hunting and fishing licenses, federal excise taxes on hunting, fishing, and shooting equipment, and donations from the public. We care about all wildlife and maintaining stable, healthy wildlife populations. Our challenge is to balance the needs of wildlife, habitat, and people.